Characterising the Alteration in the AP Distribution with the RSS Distance and the Position Estimates
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Abstract—Fingerprinting is widely used for indoor positioning, where pattern matching techniques are usually applied to signals from APs or Beacons. However, the real-time monitoring of the emitters is not an easy task in most cases. When an alteration in the emitters is not detected or properly fixed, it might have a severe impact in the accuracy of the indoor positioning algorithm. Simple but common alterations are energy failure, emitter replacement, wrong emitter placement after maintenance and AP displacement. This paper explores how the AP alteration might be automatically detected by computing the average of the RSS distance to the best match over multiple operational points. The experimental setup consider one simulated and two real scenarios to validate the proposed metric for detecting AP alteration. The results show that it is possible to detect AP alteration when it has a considerable impact in the IPS accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that indoor positioning is a hot research topic since it is an important source of revenues [1] and its application covers many application domains: health, tracking, remote monitoring, advertising, safety, emergency rescue management, among many others.

Among all the existing alternatives, RSS-based techniques using Wi-Fi and/or BLE are of special relevance. Although other technologies, such as Inertial Measurement Unit/Pedestrian Dead Reckoning [2], ultrasounds [3], [4] or Ultra Wide Band [5], [6], might provide more accurate positioning, RSS-based positioning is compatible with the commercial offthe-shell smartphones, which fosters simple and inexpensive software solutions for indoor positioning and navigation.

Wi-Fi fingerprinting relies on a pre-collected set of RSS measurements at different locations within the survey area, that ideally cover the whole area of interest. These RSS measurements and the associated locations are usually stored and maintained in a database, also called radio map. The localization then takes place in an operational phase during which the estimated location is computed using the positions of the most similar fingerprint or set of fingerprints.

One of the biggest drawbacks of fingerprint-based positioning is generating the radio map and maintaining it up-to-date over the time as the environment or the network infrastructure is subject to change – changes that in turn alter the spatio-temporal distribution of the RSSs. Those changes may occur because of temporal or permanent failures, maintenance tasks, Wi-Fi coverage optimization, human-errors or, even, vandalism. Four typical changes that we have detected are:

- Emitter(s) stop broadcasting because of temporal malfunction, energy loss/battery drain, or permanent removal,
- Emitter(s) are replaced because of a failure or upgrade,
- Emitter(s) are swapped after maintenance and
- Emitter(s) are slightly moved or displaced.

These alterations are rather long lasting compared with ephemeral deviations from the radio map, such as noise [7] or minor changes in the environment caused by opening/closing of doors or the presence of people [8]. Changes in the network infrastructure degrade the positioning performance much more than the ones due to noise or minor changes in the RSS distribution [9], e.g., changing the orientation of an AP. Smaller deviations from the initial RSS distribution are usually compensated by the redundancy provided by a large number of APs, whereas larger changes may cause significant positioning errors [10]. In order to retain the positioning performance, events that cause a significant mismatch between the previously sampled RSS distribution and the current RSS distribution need to be detected and, if permanent, reflected by the radio map.

Current trends to mitigate the costs of generating the radio map are to use propagation loss models [11], [12], regression methods [13], [14] or other advanced alternatives [15]. Attempts to reduce the costs of updating the database are primarily crowdsource-based [16]–[18]. Although the database can be maintained with crowdsourced data, the location labels are often imprecise, which decreases the radio map accuracy.

Work related to the detection of RSS alterations comprises studies about attacks on, or faults in, fingerprinting localization systems and studies about RSS outlier detection based on temporal data. In [19], the minimum distance between the RSS observation vector and the RSS database entries is used to detect signal attenuation and amplification attacks. Laoudias et al. [20] build upon that approach to detect AP faults. They extended it with a robustified position estimator. The authors of [21] address access point faults by validating the observed RSSs against the fingerprint that yielded the smallest distance plus/minus its standard deviation; this method presumes several RSS per fingerprinting in the radio map. He et al. [14] also rely on the difference between measured RSS and fingerprints in the database to indicate an alteration of the measured RSS, but they analyse in addition the dispersion of estimated positions from these RSS to deduce a possible RSS alteration. The authors of [12] compare the effect of different attacks and faults on the positioning accuracy. Other works focus on detecting a
deviation of the RSS by time-domain processing [22]–[24] presented an outlier detector based on robust statistics derived from the RSS in a time window.

This study presents a thorough analysis of several types of RSS alterations based on the statistics of two indicators: the average distance between RSS test measurements and RSSs of the database and the resulting position estimates; the position estimates are also exploited to infer their spatial proportions. These indicators are analyzed for three different databases and three frequently encountered fault scenarios. We pay special attention to the effect of virtual networks versus physical APs.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section introduces the metric and the statistics derived from it that we use to infer information about alterations of APs. Subsequently, we describe the experimental setup used to assess their effectiveness for certain scenarios. To allow the reproducibility and further extension of this paper’s experiments, the software and databases generated are publicly available at [25] in order to promote reproducible research [26].

A. The indoor positioning algorithm: k-NN

Despite the diversity of Wi-Fi fingerprinting methods, the k-NN algorithm [27] is the core of some of them [28]–[30]. Consider a total number of \( L \) APs and a radio map consisting of \( M \) reference points. Given an operational fingerprint, \( \hat{x} = [\hat{x}_1, \ldots, \hat{x}_L] \) whose collection position is unknown, this pattern-matching algorithm calculates its distance in the feature space (or RSS space) to a set of fingerprints previously recorded and stored in a reference dataset (radio map), \( X = \{x_m\}_{m=1}^M \), where \( x_m = [x_{1,m}, \ldots, x_{L,m}]^T \).

Then, the position is estimated by using the position associated with the most similar reference fingerprint, i.e., the fingerprint that yielded the smallest RSS distance (distance to the best/closest match). This corresponds to the \( k \)-NN with \( k = 1 \). Let \( d \) denote the \( M \) distances derived from \( X \), then the smallest distance is simply \( \hat{d} = \min(d) \). With the index of the corresponding reference fingerprint being \( \hat{n} = \arg \min_m(d) \), we denote the position estimate by \( \hat{p} = p_{\hat{n}} \).

For a set of test fingerprints, the outcomes of the \( k \)-NN algorithm are the smallest RSS distances and the resulting position estimates. The following two subsections detail their use as indicators of alterations of the RSS distribution.

1) Smallest distance in feature space: To infer changes of the APs we use basic descriptive statistics of the RSS distance for different sets of test data. As the test sets either contain or do not contain AP alterations, a comparison of the statistics of the smallest distances in feature space may reveal information about AP alterations. It is the main indicator of AP changes used in this study.

2) Position estimates from smallest RSS distances: Similarly, we compute the statistics of the resulting position estimates of the different test data sets to evaluate its usefulness to indicate AP changes. A comparison of the statistics between the fault free and a faulty case may reveal AP alterations.

The position estimates also comprise spatial information. To exploit that information we approximate the spatial distribution of the position estimates with histograms. To increase the significance regarding changes of APs, we compute the gradient of the histograms and represent them with truth values (logical values), which is enough to indicate if an AP was altered or not. We can then compare the matrix of truth values of data sets which contain AP changes with those that do not.

For this spatial analysis, we use \( k = \{3, 5\} \), instead of \( k = 1 \) for the NN to increase the accuracy but also the spatial spread of the position estimates. In case of the \texttt{libdb}, the radio map data for each floor was processed separately, however, for each floor the test data comprising both floors was used.

B. Databases

To study the impact of changes in the Wi-Fi network on the distance in the RSS space, we selected three data sets. First, a completely controlled data set whose RSSs were simulated [31]. This dataset facilitates our analysis as all its properties are well known. The second data is from a real, but relatively small, environment [32] and the third data set is from a medium-scale, environment [33]. Properties of the latter two data sets and the corresponding environments are partially known.

\texttt{simdb} is a simulated dataset that is generated with a simple path loss model consisting of a fix transmit power, free-space path loss and a zero mean, normally distributed random noise with a 2 dBm standard deviation. The fingerprints are on a 1 m grid in a 50×20 meter environment, thus, the distribution of fingerprints is dense. A fingerprint at a certain position consists of the RSS of eight AP that are regularly and symmetrically distributed along the top and bottom edges of the environment.

\texttt{libdb} is a database collected on two floors of a university library during 15 cumulative months. The area covered by that data set is about 15×10 meter and the average spatial distance between fingerprints is about two meter. This data contains information from virtual Wi-Fi networks, i.e., different MAC addresses from the same physical AP in possibly different spectra. For more details about this dataset we refer to [10]. For this work, we use only the first ten months of the data.

\texttt{mandb} is a database that covers the corridors of a university department of about 50×36 meter. The fingerprints are on a 1.5 m grid [34]. The locations of 11 APs are known.

In order to increase the reliability of the results and to provide additional statistical information, we created multiple subsets for each dataset: 100 for \texttt{simdb}, 60 for \texttt{libdb} and 110 for \texttt{mandb}. The number of subsets has been set according the features of each database as detailed in [25].

C. Manipulation Scenarios

Changes of the RSS distribution due to alterations in the AP deployment are simulated by manipulating the test data of the data sets. That is, we assume an unaltered fingerprint radio map, the nominal case, but altered RSS measurements are injected during the operational phase.
The following manipulations correspond to the most common scenarios detected in our facilities in a period of five years.

**Nominal.** This scenario corresponds to the normal scenario with no AP alteration. It corresponds to the simple run of the NN algorithm for each subset of the database.

**Remove antenna.** This scenario simulates that a particular antenna has been switched off during the operational phase because it does not work or it has been replaced. Training data are kept unaltered and the RSS values for the selected antenna are filled with non-detected values (+100).

**Remove antennas randomly.** This scenario simulates that a set of \( n \) random antennas have been switched off during the operational phase. The antennas are randomly selected for each subset of the database.

**Swap antennas randomly.** This scenario simulates that a set of \( n \) random antennas have been swapped during the operational phase. The antennas and the new locations are randomly selected for each subset of the database.

### III. Experiments

This section introduces the results of the experiments on different manipulation scenarios for each of the three databases.

#### A. Results with simdb

First, the effect of disconnecting antennas in the distance in the feature space was evaluated. Figure 1(a) shows the boxplot of the distance in the RSS space to the best match for all the evaluation points and all subsets (100×1000 values), whereas Figure 1(b) shows the boxplot with the average distance of all the evaluation points per subset (100 values).
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**Fig. 1.** Impact of basic AP manipulations in the distance to the closest match in the RSS space: (a,b) removing \( n \) antennas, (c) removing a particular AP, and (d) swapping \( n \) antennas randomly.

For simdb it is clear that the higher the number of removed antennas, the higher the distance in the RSS space to the best match. Moreover, the average over all evaluation points is more significant and robust since its statistical spread is much lower.

Second, the effect of disabling a particular antenna in the distance in the feature space was evaluated. Figure 1(c) shows the average distance in the RSS space for this analysis. Although all the APs are important, it seems that the ones located near the scenario corners (AP\(_{1,4,5,8}\)) have slightly less impact in fingerprinting. Next, we divided the area in eight zones, each corresponding to the area in the vicinity of one of the eight APs, and computed the average of the smallest RSS distance over all data falling in each zone. Figure 2(a) shows the effect of disconnecting a particular AP for Zone 1, the zone closest to AP\(_1\). The largest RSS distance is provided after removing AP\(_1\), followed by the RSS distances of removing AP\(_2\) and AP\(_3\), which are direct neighbours of AP\(_1\). The same holds if we look at Zone 7, for which the largest RSS distance is obtained after removing AP\(_7\), followed by AP\(_6\), AP\(_8\) and AP\(_3\). This shows that positions estimates yielded from the smallest RSS distance comprise useful information about the AP alterations.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 2.** Impact of removing all 8 APs on the distance to the closest match in the RSS space for Zone 1, (a), and Zone 7, (b). The positions estimated from the smallest RSS distance have been used to determine the zone.

Third, the effect of randomly swapping some antennas was also evaluated, see Figure 1(d). Similarly to the case where the APs were disconnected, the more antennas are swapped, the higher the impact in the average distance to the closest match. As it happened with the AP removal, it is expected that the effect of switching antennas will depend on the location in the RSS space for Zone 1, (a), and Zone 7, (b). The positions estimated from the smallest RSS distance have been used to determine the zone.

To summarize, detecting an AP change cannot be done with the RSS distance of a single fingerprint, but the averaged distance in the RSS space over a larger set of evaluation points might be a good indicator of AP manipulations. Additionally, the position estimates comprise information about the AP manipulations, too; which confirms the notion that some APs might be more relevant in certain areas than other APs.

#### B. Results with libdb

This database comprises six RSS measurements per reference and evaluation point. By selecting the six measurements per reference point but just one measurement per evaluation point for 10 months, we formed 60 subsets (10 months×6 fingerprints). The results are averages over these 60 subsets. Prior the experiments, a manual AP selection was performed to get the representative APs in the environment belonging to the official university Wi-Fi networks (a total of 52 APs).
Figure 3(a) shows the effect of disconnecting \( n \) antennas at the operational stage by using the reduced set of 52 APs. In contrast to signaldb, the RSS distance metric increases until the 50% of APs are removed. After that, the metric starts to decrease. This effect might be due to the presence of virtual networks in the Wi-Fi deployment. The 52 APs are not independent because 13 devices were broadcasting 4 different SSIDs, 2 in the 2.4 GHz band and 2 in the 5.2 GHz band. The redundancy from the remaining virtual APs of the same AP compensates the fault case. Therefore, the impairment on the RSS distance due to such faults is small. The variability is high in all cases and increases with increasing number of disabled APs. To consider the presence of virtual APs, Figure 3(b) shows the effect of disconnecting physical devices instead (disconnecting a physical device means removing its four broadcast networks and the associated RSS data). Although the relation between RSS distance and the alteration is slightly clearer in Figure 3(b), the high variability persists.

However, we detected that one of the two SSIDs in the same band was not detected sometimes. Although this was expected for weak RSS values near the sensitivity threshold, it was also detected for stronger values in a few cases. Thus, the analysis was extended to fuse all the SSIDs emitted in the same band by a device. Figure 3(c,d) shows the results when the RSSs in the 2.4 GHz and 5.2 GHz band are independently analysed. It suggests that the APs in the 2.4 GHz are more informative regarding the detection of changes of the RSS distribution. The lower frequency (the lower attenuation) allows signals of the 2.4 GHz networks to cover a larger range that leads to more measurements compared to the 5.2 GHz ones (see Figure 4). The number of measurements in the 5.2 GHz band is lower, which provides less information about the AP alterations.

Figure 5 compares the averaged RSS distance to the closest match and the average of the resulting position error over the data subsets, Figure 5(a,c) correspond to the 2.4 GHz band, whereas Figure 5(b,d) correspond to the 5.2 GHz band. Figure 5(a,b) depict the distance in RSS space and (c,d) show the positioning error. The effect of an AP alteration is more distinctive in the positioning error. It can also be seen that the \( APs_{\{6,7,8,9\}} \) impact the RSS distance metric and the positioning error more than the other APs and can be considered more more relevant for the IPS than the remaining APs. The \( APs_{\{3,11,13\}} \) are semi-relevant, because they show only a slight difference in both metrics compared the remaining APs that do not show a significant alteration. It is worth mentioning that around 50% of APs are not relevant, which could explain the high variability in the plots shown in Figure 3. This methodology of artificially removing single APs is useful to determine the relevance of an AP for the IPS.
The averaged RSS distance metric for the AP swapping scenario is presented in Figure 6. The manipulation of AP was done separately for networks in the 2.4 GHz (a) and in the 5.2 GHz (b) bands. The results confirm that the effect of swapping the location of APs on the distance in the RSS space is significant. It also seems that the data from the 2.4 GHz band APs suit better to detect changes in the environment.

Finally, we evaluate the spatial distribution of the position estimates as an indicator for AP alterations. The method described in section II-A2 is applied to the scenario of removing particular APs, considering only the 2.4 GHz band. The result for AP6 and AP10 is depicted in Figure 7. The blue cells indicate that, compared to the nominal case, no significant change of position estimates took place. The red indicates a decrease of the amount of position estimates in the corresponding cells and green indicates an increase of position estimates. First of all, AP6 affects more cells than AP10. That is conclusive with Figure 5 from which we concluded that AP6 is more relevant than AP10. Furthermore, most changes are located on the right side of the figures showing alteration of AP6, specially in the third floor. This observation coincides with Figure 4 which strongly suggests that AP6 is located on the fifth floor near the right border.

Alterations of some APs hardly affect the RSS distance. These APs are irrelevant for the IPS, because neither of them cause an increase the positioning error. The distance in the RSS space to the closest match cannot cope with virtual APs due to the inherent redundancy and with APs of low relevance. To use this metric for the detection of AP faults, in general, suitable subsets of APs need to be considered, but additional knowledge about the network infrastructure is usually required to find those subsets. The spatial analysis of the positioning estimates not only indicates AP manipulations but also indicates the area that is affected by a particular AP.

C. Results with mandb

After the initial assessment with a path-loss based database and the validation with a real data set collected in one of our facilities, we used an external data set for final validation.

The Mannheim data set includes 110 fingerprints per reference and evaluation point. In order to consider the fingerprint heterogeneity, a total of 110 data sets were generated. The i-th data set contains the i-th fingerprint of each evaluation point, whereas 10 fingerprints per reference point have been randomly extracted. However, for the analysis described in section II-A2 we used a single fingerprint of the radio map but all 110 RSS measurements of the test data.

We have considered two versions of the database according to the APs used for fingerprinting: a first one with all the detected APs (28 APs); a second one with the 12 APs whose location was provided in the data set. However, one of the APs in the later case was never detected and, therefore, the second version only includes 11 APs (see Figure 8), being all of them in the environment nearby and 10 of them on the same floor; AP7 is not shown here, it is located on an adjacent floor at a similar location as AP6.

First, the effect of disconnecting n antennas randomly is depicted in Figure 9 for the full data set with 28 APs (a) and the reduced version with only 11 APs (b). The trend is clear, the higher the number of removed APs, the larger the impact in the average distance in the RSS space, specially in the reduced data set (11 APs). The variability seems to be higher for the full data set than the reduced one, making a detection of AP faults more challenging.
alterations more difficult. This difference is probably due to the high number of irrelevant APs (up to 17) located far from the scenario in the former data set.

The analysis of disabling a particular AP resembles the results obtained with \textit{libdb}. Figure 10 shows that alterations of relevant APs are observable in the distance in the RSS space to the closest match and also in the positioning error, whereas the RSS distance metric and the positioning error of less relevant APs do not deviate significantly from the corresponding quantities of the nominal case. Accordingly, \(AP_{1,2,3,5,6,7}\) are considered relevant.

![Fig. 9. Impact of disconnecting \(n\) random APs in the distance in the RSS space to the closest match and positioning error.](image)

Additionally, we analysed how the position estimates distribute spatially compared to the nominal case, which is shown for \(AP_{1,6,8,11}\) in Figure 11. This analysis is similar to the one shown in Figure 7 for \textit{libdb}. In the figure, the white cells contain no position estimates. A comparison with Figure 8 reveals in the two top plots a decrease of position estimates in cells close to the antennas location. Bottom left plot shows that there are many green and red cells mostly spread in the vertical and the upper horizontal corridors, actually nearby \(AP_5\). Bottom right plot shows fewer green and red cells compared to the other cases, most of them in the right hand side corridor where \(AP_8\) is indeed located. These graphics indicate the region(s) that are affected by the corresponding alterations and additionally enable a rough localization of the AP that caused the relative change of position estimates.

In contrast to the \textit{simdb} and \textit{libdb}, the AP distribution in \textit{mandb} creates irregular zones of influence. Moreover, the distribution of operational fingerprints is not equally distributed over all the scenario, they are only located in the corridors, but not in the adjacent rooms and almost 33\% of them are placed near \(AP_6\). Which could explain why \(AP_6\) and \(AP_7\) are of special relevance in this data set.

To better understand the relevance of the 11 APs whose location is well-known, the analysis was performed also in all the zones of the scenario (see Figure 12). The ith-zone of this scenario corresponds to the area to which the nearest AP is \(AP_i\), see Figure 8. Zone 7 is not included because \(AP_7\) is located in a different floor close to \(AP_6\). According to the results shown in the figure, \(AP_{1,2,3,5}\) are of special relevance in the zones located in the bottom-left horizontal corridor (Zones 1 to 5). Moreover, \(AP_6\) is relevant in the vertical corridor and the top-right horizontal corridor (Zones 2 and 4 to 11), whereas \(AP_7\) seems to be only relevant in the top-right horizontal corridor. Manipulating the other APs shows almost no impact on the averaged RSS distance metric in any zone. Even in a few zones, the averaged RSS distance to the best match is decreased after removing \(AP_4\).

The resulting averaged RSS distance from the experiments with the scenario Remove antenna suggest that the relevance of APs differs, and that it is location dependent. The corresponding positioning errors (Figure 5(c,d) and Figure 10(b)) indicate further that APs which we consider relevant have a strong effect on the positioning performance, whereas the APs which we consider of low relevance have only a small effect on the positioning accuracy.

Figure 13 confirms this, as it shows a moderate-high correlation between the positioning error and the distance to the best match in the RSS space according to two correlation analyses, Pearson and Spearman. It depicts the relative average RSS distance to the best match against the relative average positioning error, computed with 1-NN on all the subsets of the reduced versions of \textit{libdb} (60 subsets, 13 2GHz APs) and \textit{mandb} (110 subsets, 11 APs) for the Nominal, Remove antennas randomly and Swap antennas randomly scenarios. Both metrics show relative values with respect to the nominal case for each database subset. The linear regression curve has a slope of 1.3. Indeed, also previous works have shown that APs can have a different relevance for positioning and that it depends on the AP location. This fact is used to reduce the size
of radio maps [35]–[38], to refine the positioning method [37], [39] or to partition the environment [40]. However, these studies apply typically more complex algorithms.

The general observations from the mandb agree with those from libdb. The RSS distance metric averaged over larger set of evaluation points is a good indicator of changes in the AP deployment if the APs are relevant. Additional information or processing is necessary to detect the alterations of less relevant APs; e.g., zone-based analysis, which could be very useful in very large environments. The spatial analysis of the positioning estimates reflects the results obtained through the averaged RSS distance and can additionally help to locate the altered AP. The number of affected cells compared with its total number may also be exploited to determine changes in the AP deployment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a thorough analysis of common AP alterations based on the averaged distance in the RSS space of the operational fingerprints to the best match. The visual inspection of the statistics derived from that metric and the change of distribution of the resulting position estimates are simple and useful indicators of relevant alterations in the AP distribution.

The spatial distribution of the resulting position estimates can also provide insights about the area, or areas, affected by the alteration of the AP distribution. However, the reliability of the discussed indicators decrease if not enough evaluation points are available. The reliability of the distribution of the position estimates also decreases if the evaluation points do not cover sufficiently the area of interest.

If the objective is the detection of alterations of APs with less impact, of virtual APs or of changes in a specific frequency band, further knowledge about the network deployment and/or the environment is required. The removal of individual APs from the database while analysing the averaged RSS distance metric is as well useful to determine relevant APs. The results also suggest that less relevant APs can be safely removed from the database without scarifying much the positioning accuracy. It is not worth the effort of rebuilding a radio map after an AP alteration that does not significantly impair the IPS accuracy.

Finally, the zone-based analysis might be more useful to detect changes in the APs located in the nearby zone. This would be specially helpful when the operational data come from crowdsourcing and the operational samples are not equally distributed over the operational area.
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